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The Market Cult of God Skandhakumara: Consequences of Faith Marketization in 

Kataragama Shrine 

H. L. S. De Zoysa, K. A. S. Udayanga and M. G. Thilini 
Department of Sociology, University of Ruhuna, Sri Lanka 

lszoysa96@gmail.com 

Beliefs are the most potent influence on behavior of their adherents. Kataragama inhabitant�s 

lifestyle is deeply rooted in the cult of God Skandhakumara. Numerous social problems were 

identified in Kataragama such as teenage pregnancies, drug abuse, child labour and prostitution. 

Anthropological investigations revealed that  social problems are ingrained in their daily lives, as 

they justified as normal occurrences. Therefore, this study investigated why Kataragama residents 

justify their existential lifestyles, which foster deviant behaviors as part of their daily lives. Near 

Kataragama shrine, ethnomethodological research including 50 in-depth interviews were conducted 

in Gothameegama and Nagahaveediya villages. Data was analyzed thematically and narratively. 

Certain harmful behaviors are recognized as normal and a part of daily life. The belief in the god 

Skandhakumara has transformed into a commercial commodity. Kataragama dwellers tend to foster 

an irreligious market landscape, which contradicts accepted religious principles. Their primary 

source of income is a faith-based economic organization, their cognitive orientation coincides with 

the connection between religious faith and its market value. These belief systems, rituals and totems 

create a cult that obscures the economic process within, indirectly fostering social issues. Overall, 

faith commercialization and the commodification of religious values reshape the cognitive 

orientation of peasants; promote culturally justifiable but socially unhealthy behaviors. Thus, the 

Kataragama shrine is viewed as a place of worship, but a cult that influences the behavior of those 

who depend on the market value of the Kataragama faith. 
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Reminiscing on the History and Culture for a Better Sustainable Future: A Case 

Study on the Heritage of Paranagama Dewas Amarapathi Dewalaya 
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Sri Lankan belief in gods and deities goes a long way since the beginning of time when upcountry 

gods are worshipped as �Bandara Gods and Pattini Goddesses�. Bandara gods and pattini goddesses 

help people with cultivation, and prosperity and protect them from sickness. The society adheres the 

rites and rituals which differ from one dewalaya to another. Goddess Pattini is worshipped as �Dewas 

Amarapathi Deiyo� in Uva Paranagama which is located in Badulla province and is one of the two 

dewalaya for this goddess in Sri Lanka. Dewas Amarapathi dewalaya is known to be built in the era 

of King Valagamba which dates back to more than 2000 years. Dewas dewalaya was first known to 

be built in a place called �Ampitiya� whereas until now there are archeological remaining and four 

stones. �Ampitiya�, is famous for angampora for goddess pattini for more than 1000 years. Ancestors 

conducted all the rituals throughout the years which is termed as �Yakkari Mangallaya� which is also 

known as aluthsahal mangallaya,  linked to both  dewalaya and Ampitiya which says a tribe called 

�Yakshagothra� or called �wediyakku� worshipped and protected these ancient places. The objective 

of the research was to examine the importance of the culture which is unique to the villagers of Uva-

paranagama. This research is an inductive research and an interpretivism approach. The researcher 

used a qualitative research method which enabled the use of interview methods with six individuals 

who have been worshipping and have known dewas amarapthi dewalaya for more than 60 years. 

The findings revealed in identifying history, culture, and rites and rituals conducted in Dewas 

amarapathi dewalaya captured through the qualitative research method according to the conceptual 

framework developed. The key findings support the factors that will be identified in the framework: 

religious rites and rituals, angampora, and authsahalmangalaya. 
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